WELCOME to your CLINIC

Now you can have a truly wide-angle view of the clinical setting, plus a multitude of other clinical enhancements, with our "evolutionary" new anesthesia delivery system. ARKON™ was designed from your perspective. So it will enable you to obtain the maximum in functionality, comfort, and control.

- Centrally located controls for ease-of-use
- A touchscreen display with intelligent navigation
- Intuitive and highly customizable user interface
- Signature lighting to emphasize active controls
- A rotating breathing circuit for bringing anesthesia delivery closer to your patient
- A full range of ventilation modes

WELCOME to your OFFICE

Now you can better manage your workflow in the operating room. That’s because ARKON™ employs innovative industrial design concepts — features that actually accommodate the way you work, and increase your workspace. We focused on everything, so you can truly focus on your patient.

- Natural storage areas for equipment and paperwork
- An expandable work surface
- A system status computer
- Seven electrical outlets
- Built-in USB and Ethernet ports
- Alternate height work surfaces
- A convenient drop down shelf
- A pull out keyboard tray
- Built-in lighting where you want it